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Video 218: Current “Health Crisis” and What to 

Do Part 2  
by Wes Penre, April 8, 2020 

 

The video to this transcript can be found on our Video channel below each video, respectively: 

https://wespenrevideos.com    

 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

e will be careful in these videos with how we word things because of the 

censorship that is spreading faster than the CV across the Internet, from 

what it seems (we will use words like CV as an acronym for the virus 

and the word “plandemic.” We are confident that everybody knows what the 

acronym and the word plandemic stand for.)  

URLs to references and sources we are using in this video series will be in the 

transcript to the videos, which can be found in the link below these videos, if you 

W 

https://wespenrevideos.com/
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watch them at wespenrevideos.com . If not, we suggest you go there and download 

the transcripts from there. This video is about the 5G connection. 

The more Ariel and I research the plandemic, the more obvious it gets that there is a 

5G connection to this global event. So, let’s start breaking this down. 

If we look back in time, we will see something very interesting. When there have 

been global plandemics in the past, these events clearly correspond with new 

technology being released simultaneously—technology that interfere with our 

bodies’ electric and electromagnetic fields. Let’s take a look at these correlations: 

First, we had the 1918 so-called “Spanish Flu” that killed millions of people around 

the world. This was when the radar was starting to get introduced on a global scale. 

Is radar dangerous? Let’s see what cancer.org has to say: 

“High doses of RF radiation can cause injuries through heating. For example, 

some people accidentally exposed to large amounts of RF radiation from radar 

equipment have developed severe burns. But it's not clear if exposure to lower 

levels of RF radiation, even over long periods of time, can have harmful health 

effects.”1  

The above source is talking about how radar can potentially affect us in today’s 

society, but how did it affect humans in 1918 and thereabout? Radar was new, and 

the body was not adapted to deal with it; hence, many people got sick and even died. 

Over time, however, the human body has an extraordinary way of adapting, and 

today, our bodies, for the most part, can handle RF radiation.  

Now, let’s see what happened in the 1950s. This is from Science Daily: 

“Scientists have evidence that descendants of the H2N2 avian influenza A 

virus that killed millions worldwide in the 1950s still pose a threat to human 

health, particularly to those under 50. St. ... Federal health officials estimate 

the 1957-58 pandemic killed 1 to 2 million people worldwide.”2 

 
1 https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/radiation-exposure/radiofrequency-radiation.html  
2 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/12/131203124911.htm  

https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/radiation-exposure/radiofrequency-radiation.html
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/12/131203124911.htm
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It's interesting to note that in the same time period, very radioactive experiments 

were conducted that could have led to the 1957 flu plandemic, which, by the way, 

also started in China.  

Following our train of thoughts here, what was it that was radioactive enough to 

cause an epidemic in the late 1950s? Coincidentally, a lot of Hydrogen bomb 

experiments were conducted, and a majority of these bombs were tested in the 

Pacific Ocean, from where the radioactivity spread. 

And it doesn’t stop there. In the transcript, we will link to a YouTube video with 

sampled TV and radio broadcasts from that time, where news reporters say there is 

only one way of making sure not to catch the influenza, and that is to get vaccinated.3 

At the end of 2019, our current plandemic broke out, which is interesting, because 

5G started being rolled out big time in the beginning on 2019, and the roll out has 

increased exponentially since then. And for those who listened to Part 1 in this series 

know that the release of exosomes in the body, partly caused by radiation, is what 

the medical field is testing for. Exosomes are part of our immune system, and 

therefore, necessary and harmless.  Of course, the tests will be positive, so long as 

the patient have exosomes released in their bodies.  

Radiation—particularly, but not limited to 60 GHz—affects our cellular function, so 

the cells will produce both exosomes and viruses. 5G seems to particularly attack 

the respiratory system, as we shall see, which is interesting, taking into consideration 

a medical doctor, who, sitting in his hospital environment, made a YouTube video 

about how confusing this entire CV plandemic is. He is obligated to follow the 

guidelines how to handle the so-called CV cases, but when he does—particularly 

when using the ventilators—it makes the patients worse! He says that this is not a 

regular viral pneumonia—it looks more like altitude respiratory failure. This doesn’t 

make sense to him because he doesn’t connect it with 5G. The video will be linked 

from the transcript4.  

 
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SuXnju6KNHM  
4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6j69j2-LqZQ  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SuXnju6KNHM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6j69j2-LqZQ
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People are asking if 5G antennae on the ground need to have been installed for 

someone to get sick from 5G. We would suggest this doesn’t have to be the case. 

EL-on Musk is sending up more satellites by the day and week, and we already have 

nanobots in our systems from chemtrails, food, medicine and who knows what else, 

and these bots work like receivers and transmitters of electromagnetism. So, if the 

satellites in the sky emit a frequency of 60 GHz in designated areas, many people 

will get sick—particularly if they have other, underlying diseases. Areas where 5G 

is installed will, however, have an increased amount of sick people if the frequency 

is set to 60 GHz. 5G is not a fixed frequency, but works within a certain frequency 

range, which can be remotely modulated. 

Therefore, those who can manipulate the frequency can also start and stop 

plandemics, as needed. This means that they can, whenever they want, stop the 

plandemic, and people will get healthier for the most part. Then, it’s time to start 

vaccinating the world population. However, because this health crisis is presented 

as a virus plandemic, which it is not, and we have learned that viruses mutate, they 

can make this virus seasonal, until they have had the chance to vaccinate the entire 

world. All they need to do is to set up the 5G network globally and modulate the 

frequency. And voila! We have a new outbreak (regarding vaccines, we will come 

to that in an upcoming video). Among many other things, the EL-ite now has a great 

opportunity to cull the population by isolating us, which to a large degree prevents 

people from dating and having children. This is one way to regulate the population 

to a level the EL-ite thinks is manageable. Ariel and I are listening to a group of 

remote viewers. Their group is called “Cryptoviewing,” which probably consists of 

the best remote viewers in the world, Dick Allgire, one of the remote viewers, is in 

contact with an “insider,” who says that the isolation we are now experiencing will 

from now on be the norm. If this is true, a great culling of the population will be the 

result. 
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We have been warned about this outbreak for decades. The establishment always 

puts out the truth in plain sight, so they retroactively, if needed, can say that they did 

warn us, but we didn’t object. To them, this counts as silent consent. There are two 

typical example of this when it comes to this plandemic; the first is Dean Koontz’ 

1981 book, “The Eyes of Darkness,” where Koontz writes about a virus called 

Wuhan-400, because it was created in Wuhan, China, as a bioweapon. Interestingly 

enough, in the first edition of the book, the lab was placed in the Soviet Union, but 

changed to Wuhan in the 1989 edition. A photo of the 1989 edition of the book page 

is in the transcript.  

The other example is rapper, Dr. Creep, who in 2013 “predicted” the outbreak in his 

song, “P[l]andemic.” Here is an excerpt from his lyrics. Mind you—this was in 2013: 
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“2020 combined with Corona virus bodies stacking…”5 

The investigator, Dana Ashlie, whose channel can be found on YouTube, contacted 

a Japanese scientist, who is a Chief Researcher in Japan of the Nano 

Characterization Unit National Institute for Material Science with over a hundred 

publications under his belt, and is now specializing on the oxygen molecule itself. 

Dana wrote him an email, asking if 60 GHz can impact the hemoglobin’s ability to 

bind with oxygen. She got a reply from this researcher, which she read out loud in 

her video, and to make the reply short here, his answer was yes, 60 GHz interferes 

with oxygen intake! We’ll link to the video.6 So, 5G at 60 GHz, according to this 

specialist, does affect our ability to take in oxygen from our environment. This is 

why the doctor on YouTube likened the CV pneumonia cases with high altitude 

oxygen depletion! Still, they are rolling out 5G worldwide without any official 

testing! I don’t know what you call that, but I call it planned genocide or genocide 

by neglection.  

It’s also interesting that while closing all the schools, one after the other, 5G is now 

being rolled out in school district after school district when no one is there to see it 

happen.  

Oxygen has a very genuine relationship with 60 GHz, as we now have learned. It 

can even be easily found in a Google search—it’s not even hidden…yet. Still, the 

executives and the biggest heads of Telecom, Mr. Gillen and Mr. Berry, who were 

under oath when Senator Blumenthal asked them how much money that have spent 

to research the safety of 5G, squirmed in their seat and replied, “Nothing.”7  

For those who think President Trump is on their side, think again! In the middle of 

this plandemic, on March 23, 2020, he signed the “Secure 5G and Beyond Act of 

2020” into law!8 This law says that 5G should be rolled out all over the United States 

within 180 days! In the bill, it states that they quickly need to ramp up the 5G 

network installation into high gear. Why now, during the plandemic, when people 

are in house arrest, and why this hurry, we may wonder? The bill Trump signed also 

 
5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJxCREKOHDY  
6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=dvqBwPgrX_s&feature=emb_logo  
7 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvqBwPgrX_s  
8 Ibid. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJxCREKOHDY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=dvqBwPgrX_s&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvqBwPgrX_s
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states that the public has 60 days to comment on this decision, while we’re in house 

arrest and can’t go out and protest, and there haven’t been any huge headlines about 

this, either. Most people don’t even know about it. Moreover, as consultants to roll 

out 5G are the Armed Services, National Intelligence, and Committee of Homeland 

Security, among many other institutions. Are they all necessary just to make sure we 

get faster internet speed? 

Here is a kicker. This is a St. Louis doctor who is calling the media out for what it 

is—fake news. And he’s warning against the upcoming vaccines, our freedoms 

being taken away, and he is working on getting doctors together all over to speak the 

truth about what this is really about. See our transcript for the URL to the YouTube 

video.9 

Folks, anyone with any critical thinking abilities left at all will see that this entire 

CV situation is one big hype and a coverup for something much bigger (which we 

will go into in an upcoming video). Still, many people think that 1% (or more 

possibly, 0,1%) of the population can’t control the 99% or 99.9%, respectively. This 

is exactly what is being done now, on a grand scale. 

The good news is that people in the academia are waking up to the scam. We want 

to end this video with something that Professor Sam Vaknin, who has always been 

anti-conspiracy but has now started to change his mind, is pointing out. It’s quite 

discouraging. 

A PR company did a survey on beer drinkers in America, and 38% of them—yes, 

38%--said they were going to stop drinking Corona beer so they wouldn’t catch the 

virus! Are these the people we are trying to help seeing the truth?  

Sam Vaknin is also a Professor of Economics, and he has calculated on the numbers 

that have been thrown around by the mainstream regarding this fake virus10. He 

firmly states that the CV is far less deadly, in numbers, than the seasonal flu (and 

mind you, he doesn’t know about the 5G correlation). If the media hysteria would 

 
9 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x29y_bfgmIM&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0MRTg9RWGt_xcx5SMlDAa

R2QNdn6m9-9k6pCM6CRAnYbbZPTnldH_a9RI  
10 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P3ehWjiuH4&t=94s  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x29y_bfgmIM&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0MRTg9RWGt_xcx5SMlDAaR2QNdn6m9-9k6pCM6CRAnYbbZPTnldH_a9RI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x29y_bfgmIM&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0MRTg9RWGt_xcx5SMlDAaR2QNdn6m9-9k6pCM6CRAnYbbZPTnldH_a9RI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P3ehWjiuH4&t=94s
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be as big when it comes to the flu as it is with the CV, people would freak out even 

more if the flu death statistics were emphasized. Of those who have died in the 

hospital, allegedly by the CV, 88% died from other issues than the CV. The CV did 

not cause the death. Also, 99% of all people who died in Italian hospitals had one or 

more preexisting conditions, and 75% of them were above the age of 81. Also, the 

public figures of deaths from the CV have been exaggerated by the factor of 25. The 

WHO now has declared that 95% of the CV cases with fatal outcome in Europe were 

over the age of 60.  He also emphasizes that the Government is taking away all our 

rights, one by one, because of this plandemic.  Also, pneumonia is the fourth most 

common cause of death among people over the age of 65. Moreover, by the time 

Vaknin released the video (on April 5, 2020), counted from January 2020, 38 million 

people had gotten the flu in the U.S. alone, and 23,000 people have died. Before the 

season is over, it’s estimated that 40,000 people will die from the regular flu. Why 

aren’t we quarantined every year because of the flu casualties?  

Vaknin continues by saying, if 0,06% of us die from a virus (and people die all the 

time for different reasons), is that a reason to shut down the whole world, ruin the 

world economy, put people in house arrest, and take the jobs and wages away from 

the population? He is absolutely correct.   

In the next video, we will talk about the mandatory global vaccination that is planned 

to follow upon this plandemic. 

If you can, please also support us on Patreon. Without people’s support, we wouldn’t 

be able to continue doing what we’re doing. The URL to our Patreon page is 

patreon.com/wespenre. Here follows a short video, showing what you can receive in 

benefits in exchange for your support. Thank you!  

 

 

UPDATE: 
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Not in the video 

There are two important things the St. Louis doctor we mentioned in the video11 said, 

as well. He was very upset over all the lies spread in the media and has seen through 

this CV situation to a great extent. In his YouTube video, he stated that he will 

contact other doctors, so they can come together and expose this scam, which is great 

news. He had also noticed that no one is dying from pneumonia, heart attacks, or 

other common deadly illnesses anymore, and that is because almost every fatality is 

now being diagnosed as CV. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
11 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x29y_bfgmIM&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0MRTg9RWGt_xcx5SMlDAa

R2QNdn6m9-9k6pCM6CRAnYbbZPTnldH_a9RI  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x29y_bfgmIM&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0MRTg9RWGt_xcx5SMlDAaR2QNdn6m9-9k6pCM6CRAnYbbZPTnldH_a9RI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x29y_bfgmIM&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0MRTg9RWGt_xcx5SMlDAaR2QNdn6m9-9k6pCM6CRAnYbbZPTnldH_a9RI

